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A comparative study on the microstructure and mechanical properties of fusion welded 9 Cr-1 Mo steel
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A B S T R A C T

Modified 9 Cr–1 Mo is an ideal candidate preferred for high temperature applications in power plants. In this study, three P91 welds of 12 mm thickness are produced using Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) and Pulsed-CMT (P-CMT) processes. The impact toughness is evaluated in the as-welded as well as in the PWHT (760 °C-2 h) condition. It is found that P-CMT process resulted in the highest toughness in both the conditions. The heat input was maximum in the case of GTAW (800 J/mm) and minimum in CMT (330 J/mm). Even though P-CMT (380 J/mm) has heat input slightly above CMT, the former is compensated by higher welding speeds. Electron microscopy analysis revealed the presence of fine M23C6 and MX precipitates. Among the welds, P-CMT had minimal amount of the precipitates whereas GTAW welds had the maximum. The dimple morphology observed in the ruptured surface significantly varied and P-CMT process had finer dimples indicating finer weld microstructures and enhanced mechanical properties.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The need to enhance thermal operational efficiency of power plants has been the driving factor for the development of creep-resistant Cr-Mo steels. Though weldability of thick P91 sections has no drawbacks with pre-heating, their creep properties get altered by welding processes and their heat inputs [1,2]. P91 steels are joined using Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), Submerged arc welding (SAW), GTAW and Activated flux GTAW (A-GTAW) welding. SMAW welding of P91 steel with low hydrogen electrodes resulted in degradation of HAZ toughness compared with the base metal. Metal cored wires are preferred over solid GMAW as the latter results in welding defects like inclusion and lack of fusion [3]. To enhance the deposition rate and to have control over the heat energy supplied Pulsed-GMAW can be employed [4,5]. In contrast with other fusion processes, pulsed process minimizes the heat affected zone and promotes sound joint [6,7]. The A-GTAW process is a mono pass welding categorized by reversed Marangoni flow [8,9] (Marangoni effect refers to flow of fluid caused by a gradient in surface tension. Fluid flows from a region with low surface tension to a region with high surface tension) that results in greater penetrations. Welds produced by processes like electron and laser
beam show elevated creep strengths due to coherent heating. Moreover, electron beam helps in deeper penetrations with narrow fusion zone and minimal distortion but results in type IV cracking due to development of tensile residual stresses. Mechanical properties of laser welded P91 steels processed at different tempering conditions have been investigated. It was reported that reduced heat input and finer welding spot resulted in narrow HAZ. Generally higher cooling rates with minimal heat input will minimize grain coarsening in the HAZ thus preventing type IV cracking in service [10–13].

Regardless of these merits, application remains limited because the process can be put to use only in a high vacuum chamber [2.14,15]. But, development of non-vacuum and local chamber processes in the recent years has opened up a wider window. It is known that higher the heat input, slower is the solidification rate, wider HAZ widths and greater levels of dilutions. Dilution results in solidification cracking and reduction in the toughness of the welds. Dilution here refers to excess movement of constituent elements resulting in degradation of properties. Weld metal toughness is a critical property, which is evaluated during hydrotesting of pressure vessels. Weld should possess a minimum impact energy 45. Thermo-mechanical simulator was used to study the PWHT HAZ toughness of P91 welds. It was found that there is fluctuation in the toughness due to changes in the notch position and variation in the path of cracking [16]. Formation of delta ferrite is favoured due to high Cr and Si, which results in cold cracking and degradation of creep properties. To suitably combat this issue, preheat (200–250 °C) and interpass temperature is always maintained. Inter pass helps in diffusing out hydrogen. Presence of delta-ferrite in the fusion zone has been identified as the sole factor responsible for degradation of weld toughness. PWHT at 760 °C for 6 h helps to overcome this degradation [17,18]. Most care should be taken during the PWHT such that the upper limit of heat-treating temperature is less than the actual temperature of transformation on heating to avoid formation of martensite or soft ferrite. Hypothesis claim that preheating at 280 °C before PWHT would be preferable to enhance the impact toughness but fracture morphology changes from fixed to cleavage [19].

Quality weldments with minimal heat inputs are produced using solid state processes. But there are restrictions arising from complex forms and dimensions. Therefore, the need of the hour is to have a melting and joining technique with reduced cost for joining materials with minimum heat input. So, based on the above-mentioned requirements, a new short circuit welding process called the cold metal transfer (CMT) is identified. Compared to the above discussed processes, CMT works on a simple t0 and fro motion with enhanced welding speeds.

From the above certainties, it is a proven fact that there are limited prior arts available for cold metal transfer (CMT) welding of power plant steels. The primary aim of this work is to establish whether changes in the process and their heat inputs parameters play some role in contributing to the variability in toughness. So, three different processes with High (GTAW), Medium (P-CMT) and Low (CMT) heat inputs are used to produce the welds. Microstructural transitions in these welds are characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Mechanical properties including hardness, impact toughness are correlated with microstructural features.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials and welding procedure

Current work makes use of modified 9 Cr-1 Mo steel in the normalized and tempered condition as the base material. The chemical composition of the base metal was analysed and given in Table 1.

2.2. Gas Tungsten Arc welding (GTAW) process

Plates of 12 mm thickness were welded at a heat input of 800 J/mm. Filler rod with a diameter of 2.4 mm was used with pure argon as the shielding gas. Preheating was done at 250 °C and interpass temperature of 200 °C was maintained.

2.3. Cold metal transfer (CMT) and Pulsed-CMT welding process

ER90S-B9 solid metal wire with 1.2 mm diameter was used as the filler metal for preparation of the butt welds. Pre-heat free welding was carried out. Butt joints were produced using CMT (330/J/mm) and P-CMT (380/1/mm) welding processes. Commercially available Ar–CO2 mixture was purged at a flow rate of 18 lpm (litres per minute) for shielding. The heat input is calculated by using a digitized oscilloscope.

2.4. Radiography

To have an insight about the quality of the weldments and to detect the presence of any significant defects the welds were qualified by x-ray radiography. 199Ir γ-rays was used for the exposure using ASTM NO: 10 penetrator. The radiograph to be qualified generally shows sensitivity as per 1T. The exposure time and source to film distance was fixed after several iterations. The weld was qualified with the reference radiograph according to ASME Sec V for gas porosity.

Common metallographic procedures were followed for microstructural analysis. Transverse sections of the weld were cut and polished. Etching was done using Vilella’s reagent (1 g picric acid +5 ml HCl acid and 100 ml ethanol). Optical and electron microscopy studies were carried out for structure property correlations. Vickers microhardness survey was carried out across the cross weld at a uniform load of 500 gms at regular intervals of 0.1 mm. Charpy V-notch specimens were prepared from the transverse cross-section of the weldments and tested according to ASTM E-23. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to analyse the fractography of the welds produced by GTAW, CMT and P-CMT processes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Radiographic examination of the welds

The radiographic films are exposed by under lighting technique. Fig. 1 shows the radiographic image of the P91 steel
welds produced by GTAW, CMT and P-CMT processes. There are few gas porosities at the beginning and end of the GTAW welds. Whereas, there is no discontinuity in the CMT weld with slight waviness due to the surface appearance. P-CMT weld shown in Fig. 1(c) is free from any defect and the weld zone is perfectly fused without any waviness. This implies that the rate of deposition and the welding parameters are more synchronized than the other processes under investigation.

3.2. Microstructures

P91 base metal microstructure consists of uniform grains of ferrite, as the matrix, with tempered martensite [2] Fig. 2. There are also some finer carbides distributed at the grain boundaries of ferrite. These are Nb and V rich (C, N) and M23C6 types [1, 2].

A comparison between the welding processes shows that the GTAW welding has more tempered martensite with finer grains Fig. 3(a). It also has minimal volume of δ-ferrite (indicated by arrows, blocky white particles) which is absent in the other low heat input processes. This is because of the stable existence of δ-ferrite in the short range in the δ-ferrite phase field [3]. Generally, in low heat input processes nucleation of δ-ferrite is suppressed and phase transformation takes place from liquid metal to austenite. On the contrary, due to slow rate of cooling, nucleation is also at a reduced pace but aids transformation of ferrite to austenite. δ-ferrite nucleates from the liquid metal at 1524 °C and its stability is limited to 13 °C below. So, at this rate of rapid solidification the formation of δ-ferrite is totally curbed [6]. The weld region of GTAW + PWHT (760 °C, 2 h) had a mixture of both tempered and untreated zone, which is probably due to the high heat input and low deposition nature compared to the other processes under study Fig. 3(b).

On the other hand, CMT has fine needles of martensite without any tempering effect and least ferrite phases Fig. 3(c). CMT welding + PWHT altered the microstructure with coarse martensite with acicular ferrite. There are more homogeneous grains of martensite in the ferritic matrix due to the long stress relieving temperature Fig. 3(d).

As -welded fusion zone microstructure of P-CMT joint has dominant martensite, ferrite and dispersion of alloy carbides (V, Nb rich (C, N) and M23C6) as shown in Fig. 3(e). A critical study on these carbides are carried out using TEM and discussed in the subsequent sections. It has less dense martensite leading to reduction in hardness compared to CMT process. The P-CMT + PWHT microstructure has uniformly tempered martensite with uniform ferrite as shown in Fig. 3(f). The cross-sectional macrostructure for all the processes significantly differ due to the variation in heat input and different modes of metal deposition. In the case of GTA welding the multipass weld bead is clearly visible, whereas CMT and P-CMT welding resulted in complete fusion in spite of the low heat input. This takes place because of the jerky action that occurs instantaneously with short circuiting due to wire retraction, which promotes droplet detachment into the weld pool breaking the dendrites and creating heterogeneous nucleation sites. This effect is more severe due to the pulsating nature of peak currents, which has resulted in maximum toughness in the as-welded and PWHT conditions.

Fig. 4(a, b and c) shows TEM micrographs of weld zone for different processes under consideration at their respective heat inputs. All weld metals contain second phase particles with morphologies varying from process to process indicated by the arrows. The size of precipitates, in particular, being fine in low heat input process and coarse in high heat input process. Fig. 4(a) shows the GTAW welded fusion zone with coagulation of plate like second phase particles with sizes ranging from 175 to 350 nm. The dendritic grain size seems to be coarser compared to CMT and P-CMT processes. With reduction in the heat input (330 J/mm) there is no clustering of the second phase particles; rather they are distributed across the weld zone Fig. 4(b). These particles originate within the ferrite matrix and contribute to its strength. In the case of P-CMT process the particles are ultra-fine (50–75 nm) and pin the boundaries while a few existing on the bulk, Fig. 4(c). Columnar dendrites with uniform spacing without secondary or tertiary arms are also observed. This significant variation in the size and morphology of second phase particles is due to the regular jerky motion of the process. The chances of auto tempering (auto-tempering, a phenomenon in which the first-formed martensite (by quenching) near the martensitic
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Table 1 - Chemical composition of P91 steel (wt.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Nb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P91</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 1 – X-ray radiograph of P91 steel joint produced by (a) GTAW, (b) CMT and (c) P-CMT processes.
transformation start temperature gets tempered during the remaining process of quenching or cooling. This eliminates the need for a separate tempering after quenching. Such a phenomenon being present or not will be governed by the alloy composition as well as the cooling rate. It is minimal in the case of GTAW welding because of its reduced cooling rates at elevated temperature ranges. On the contrary, welds produced by CMT and P-CMT processes cool rapidly due to reduced heat input compared to GTAW. The auto-tempered martensite that forms because of the welding cooling cycle resulted in the enhancement of the weld toughness [20]. Prior literatures [7,21] reveals that the presence of Ni eliminates carbon, stabilizes austenite and increases the ferrite toughness by absorbing the impact loads and inhibiting the crack initiation. The needle-shaped V, Nb rich (C, N) and M_{23}C_{6} carbides are observed, Fig. 4(c) in the P-CMT process. The ideal heat input results in the formation of fine grain boundary precipitates which causes an enhanced toughness.

3.3. Impact toughness and hardness

The variation of impact toughness in the as-welded and PWHT conditions are shown in Fig. 5. It is found that the welds produced by P-CMT process exhibited the maximum toughness with as-welded: 76J and PWHT: 174J. Whereas, GTAW welds have the minimum toughness in both the conditions, as-welded: 26J and PWHT: 132J. The impact energy of CMT and P-CMT welds in the as-welded conditions satisfied the EN: 1557:1997 specification i.e. P91 steel welds require a minimum of 47 J during the hydrotesting of vessels. However, GTAW weld
failed to meet in the as-welded condition but satisfied in the PWHT condition. Delta-ferrite, depending on quantity, will transform at lower temperatures to alpha-ferrite and sigma phases. The latter is very brittle. Hence the deleterious effect of increasing delta ferrite content on toughness.

The rise in the magnitude of impact toughness could be due to the finer microstructures obtained with P-CMT process [3]. The variation of hardness in the as-welded and PWHT conditions is shown in Fig. 6. Low heat input welding (CMT and P-CMT) has better toughness with reduced hardness than high heat input (GTAW) process because when the heat input is high more thermal energy is supplied to the weld pool thereby the solidification rates are less. When there are no phase transformations a slower solidification leads to uniform contractions from the exterior surface to the interior, which results in coarse dendrites.

In the case of CMT process the heat extraction is along the direction of welding. As a result, surface cools faster due to convective heat transfer and the material present in the interior starts to cool instantaneously, layer by layer, which results in finer grains with enhanced toughness. With rise in heat input the δ-ferrite content in weld increases thereby, decreasing the toughness. In GTAW welds, δ-ferrite might not be the only factor for reduction in toughness it is also governed by the precipitate morphology, thermodynamics and kinetics associated with the solidification [22]. In the as-welded condition, hardness is high due to untempered martensite. In GTA weld, due to multipass and inter-bead tempering effects hardness is less. In the case of CMT and P-CMT, due to enhanced cooling fine martensite was observed than GTAW weld. After PWHT, due to tempering, martensite loses its tetragonality and reaches its stable state. Since, PWHT reduces the dislocation density and solid solution strengthening. All the above-mentioned effects cause reduction in hardness after PWHT.

3.4. Fractographic morphology studies

Fracture micrographs of the welds produced using different processes are shown in Fig. 7. In the as-welded condition, irrespective of the process, there are no dimples on the fracture surface but flat facets with tiny step-like appearance are present in Fig. 7(a), (c) and (e). On the contrary, PWHT weld
fracture surfaces have dimples of varying sizes. Precipitates or second phase particles are commonly believed to be responsible for the initiation of micro voids [23].

Even when they are present in a relatively small quantity these particles often play a direct role in initiation of dimples. The dimple size is found to be the least for P-CMT process Fig. 7(f) and highest for GTAW Fig. 7(b). Finer dimples usually contribute to improved toughness of the weldments. Electron microscopy analysis reveals presence of wide cavities, Fig. 7(d), with their axes along the direction of shearing. The dimples produced by tensile shearing are in the opposite directions of the fracture surfaces.

4. Summary and conclusions

Butt welds of Modified 9 Cr–1 Mo steel were successfully produced by GTAW, CMT and P-CMT processes. The effect of process-associated heat inputs on the microstructure and impact toughness of the joints are analysed. From this investigation, the following conclusions are derived.
Pulsed-cold metal transfer process resulted in high impact toughness and hardness. The impact toughness is evaluated in the as-welded as well as in the PWHT (760 °C-2 h) condition. The impact energy of CMT and P-CMT welds in the as-welded conditions satisfied the EN: 1557:1997 specification. It is found that P-CMT process resulted in the highest toughness in both the conditions.

Weld zone of P-CMT had minimal amount of the finer precipitates present at the boundaries whereas GTAW welds had coarse second phase particles.

In GTAW welds, δ-ferrite is not the sole factor for degradation of toughness. It is also controlled by the kinetics associated with the process. Low heat input welding (CMT and P-CMT) had negligible δ-ferrite in the weld zone.

As-welded fractography, irrespective of the process, have flat facets with step-like appearance. On the contrary, PWHT weld fracture surfaces have dimples of varying sizes. The dimple size is found to be the least for P-CMT process and the highest for GTAW. Finer dimples usually contribute to improved toughness of the weldments.
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